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Nowadays lidars are applied for many fields including ground based measuring complexes, in 
airports, for ecological monitoring, wind measurement, etc.  

Due to the safety of radiation, the transparency of the atmosphere and the ability to detect an 
aerosol scattering signal, meteorological lidars use a wavelength of 1.55 microns. Pulsed wind 
lidars with this wavelength, as a rule, allow measurements to be carried out at distances from 200 
– 400 meters to tens of kilometers.  

We suggest an optical scheme based on hybrid. Such scheme theoretically makes it possible to 
improve the characteristics of a wind lidar from the point of view of maximum detection range.  

The paper considers two variants of the scheme for Doppler lidar: in one case, an additional 
optical hybrid is used, the second system is constructed by traditional scheme without optical 
hybrid. The comparison of the properties of the schemes is implemented.  

As optical hybrid operation is based on principle of dividing backscattered radiation into two 
parts it is necessary to amplify the signal to be able to keep allowable signal level and also 
signal-to-noise ratio. Thus, we use a system with a fiber amplifier in the input path. Thus, every 
element of the scheme adds its own noises into the total signal-to-noise budget, so the detection 
range of the scheme are greatly dependent on the characteristics of the scheme.  

The analysis and simulation of noise in the scheme caused by various sources, as well as 
experiments demonstrating the features of using an optical hybrid in a coherent pulsed wind lidar 
scheme, have been performed.  

Results are presented showing the features of signal processing and achieved performance in the 
system with optical hybrid and without it.  


